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            Abstract
Foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) in the UK provides an ideal opportunity to explore optimal control measures for an infectious disease. The presence of fine-scale spatio-temporal data for the 2001 epidemic has allowed the development of epidemiological models that are more accurate than those generally created for other epidemics1,2,3,4,5 and provide the opportunity to explore a variety of alternative control measures. Vaccination was not used during the 2001 epidemic; however, the recent DEFRA (Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs) contingency plan6 details how reactive vaccination would be considered in future. Here, using the data from the 2001 epidemic, we consider the optimal deployment of limited vaccination capacity in a complex heterogeneous environment. We use a model of FMD spread to investigate the optimal deployment of reactive ring vaccination of cattle constrained by logistical resources. The predicted optimal ring size is highly dependent upon logistical constraints but is more robust to epidemiological parameters. Other ways of targeting reactive vaccination can significantly reduce the epidemic size; in particular, ignoring the order in which infections are reported and vaccinating those farms closest to any previously reported case can substantially reduce the epidemic. This strategy has the advantage that it rapidly targets new foci of infection and that determining an optimal ring size is unnecessary.
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                    Figure 1: 
                        Epidemic impact (number of farms infected and culled).
                      


Figure 2: 
                        The optimal vaccination radius and the associated epidemic impact.
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Vaccination didn't feature among the controls used in the United Kingdom during the foot-and-mouth disease epidemic of 2001. New Europe-wide policies, however, mean that next time, or when a similar disease threatens, reactive vaccination may be a preferred means of control. Data from the 2001 outbreak have now been used in an epidemiological model to work out the most efficient way of deploying vaccine stocks to restrict an outbreak by ring vaccination. Optimum containment is achieved by ignoring the order in which infections are reported, and instead vaccinating on the farms closest to previously reported cases.
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